
Virtualization, and the virtualization product VMware
Workstation, changed my life. I know that sounds absurd, but
it’s true. I reviewed VMware Workstation 4 in this magazine

(January 2004) and was impressed; impressed enough to buy a copy to
use for all my software testing tasks. I no longer need to rebuild sys-
tems after major system crashes—I simply revert to a previous virtual
machine (VM) state snapshot and I’m back in business. Better yet, I no
longer bother with multiple physical PCs, KVM’s, or swappable hard
drives to run test OS’s either.

Prior to my review of VMware two years ago, I had used previous
versions of their software with some success (VMware version 1 was
released in 1999), but back then I found it painfully hardware depend-
ent, RAM and processor hungry, and fairly glitchy.

By the time of my 2004 review, though, VMware 4 had become a sta-
ble and practical solution to running multiple OS’s. No doubt Moore’s
law helped make VMware a realistic solution as well; all virtualization
software by definition must depend on the resources of the host system,
and the ever-dropping price of RAM, CPUs, and storage made virtual-
ization affordable then, and makes it downright cheap today.

If you haven’t read my earlier review of Version 4, take a look in the
article archives at NaSPA’s website (see sidebar). This month’s article
is intended to highlight improvements and changes to version 4, and
I’m going to presuppose some familiarity with virtualization concepts,
as well as basic VMware features and the rationale for using virtual-
ization that were discussed in my review of version 4.

Even so—a little definition is in order: for this article, virtualization
is meant as nothing more than using a single physical PC running a tra-
ditionally installed “host” OS (such as Windows) to operate a virtual
“guest” OS (such as Linux) and software configurations strictly
installed and run within an isolated software environment.

This doesn’t mean though that the “host” and “guest” must be dif-
ferent operating systems; there is no reason you can’t run Windows
with Windows. Something like this is a lifesaver for software develop-
ers, who a few years ago would have needed several physical
Workstations to test and debug various combinations of software with
various Windows versions. Now the job can be done from a single PC.

However, virtualization is not just for developers, it is also frequently
used by help desks. Most corporate help desks must support (whether
they want to or not) users on many versions of Windows, from legacy
Windows 95 to the latest XP.

A tool like VMware provides a virtual replica of the varieties of system
configurations common to an organization. Thus, if support staff mostly
use Windows XP but must support some users using Windows2000, they
can call up an “instance” of Win2000 as to guide the user through the OS

interface. Considering Microsoft’s penchant for moving identical menu
items around and renaming system utilities and control panels, this aspect
of virtualization frees support staff not only from having multiple PCs on
their desk, but also from the headache of trying to remember those nig-
gling differences between versions of Windows.

Finally, presenters appreciate virtualization because it allows them to
demonstrate applications or run software without the threat of a cata-
strophic system crash bringing the presentation to an awkward halt
while the presentation laptop reboots.

I recall attending a grand Windows 2000 launch event where hun-
dreds of attendees sat in bemusement as the very Windows 2000 laptop
running the presentation (trumpeting the stability improvements found
in Windows 2000) crashed and ground through a lengthy reboot. With
virtualization software the solution to that awkward moment would
have been as simple as launching another instance of the OS.

Now that we’ve got the business rationale out of the way, let’s look at
the VMware software itself and the many changes since my last review.

WHAT’S NEW

The most significant changes in VMware version 5 are in the area of
collaboration, such as the ability to easily clone Virtual Machines
(VMs) for sharing with others. A clone is a unique instance of a parent
VM, with a unique MAC and UID. This would be very useful among a
group of developers, who could work together on elements of a single
identical base installation independently.

Another major collaboration feature is support for n-tier environ-
ments. It is now possible to gang virtual machines running the various
tiers of your architecture on a single desktop to test multi-tiered (e.g.
middleware) applications. For many enterprise-level developers this
feature alone will be very compelling. These groupings, called teams,
may also be organized on a completely isolated and invisible LAN seg-
ment. There are numerous exciting security and LAN performance test-
ing possibilities imaginable with this new feature.

Another new and exceedingly handy addition is the ability to record
movies and screen grabs of interface actions. This is one of my favorite
new features in VMware, and I’ve found it very useful for communi-
cating and demonstrating software problems and resolutions to others.

However, in my opinion the most noteworthy improvement found in
version 5 is its multiple snapshot capability. A snapshot is complete guest
OS environment frozen in time; for example, you may want to save a
snapshot of a working and stable guest OS before you began altering
drivers or adding new and untested software, then if there is a problem
after the fact you can revert to the most recent working configuration in
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a single click. In the previous version you could
save only one of these snapshots, which was
sorely limiting. Saving and restoring snapshots
is also noticeably faster in this version.

Lastly, new guest OS possibilities are being
added constantly, but the most notable changes
since the previous version include support for
Solaris, better BSD support, and broader Linux
support. For those testing or pre-developing for
the forthcoming Windows Longhorn, there is
support for the Longhorn beta as a guest OS as
well. Running and testing beta software is
exactly the kind of task VMware is suited for,
and I did in fact successfully run Longhorn
beta on VMware 5 without incident.

REQUIREMENTS AND
SUPPORTED OS’S:

VMware comes in Linux and Windows host
versions. The Windows version will run on
32-bit Windows 2000, XP, and Server 2003
hosts. Also, as previously mentioned, the big
news is limited support for 64-bit Windows
and Linux installations.

Supported Linux hosts include most recent
(but not bleeding-edge) versions of Mandrake,
SuSE, and Red Hat distros. I learned the hard
way by initially installing VMware on an
unsupported SuSE Linux Professional 9.3 host
system. This very recent release of SuSE
required a kernel recompile and a few other
tweaks to get going. Although I have seen
many successful installations on similar
unsupported Linux versions, if you want to
save yourself some trouble, an install on an
officially supported host is much simpler.

VMware 5 hardware requirements are
somewhat vague; nominally a Pentium-grade
(including AMD analogs) 500Mhz processor
with 256MB RAM. Realistically, this is rather
low, and entirely dependent upon your host

OS’s needs and the number and type of guest
OSs you want to run. Also dependent on the
combination of host and guest OS needs is
hard disk space, and, as is the case with RAM
and CPU—the more, the better.

Overall, RAM will generally be the primary
bottleneck on most systems and the amount
needed is dependent on the combined require-
ments of the host and guest OS’s.

In my testing, I found that Linux hosts are
generally able to get by on a leaner configura-
tion than a Windows host. If you build your
Linux host as a compact installation with a lim-
ited Window Manager (such as IceWm) a sys-
tem meeting minimal requirements is sufficient.

For this review, I tested VMware on a rather
vintage1.2GHz Pentium III with 640MB of
RAM. Host OS’s tested included SuSE Linux
Professional 9.2, Red Hat Linux 9.0, and
Windows XP Pro SP2; VMware ran well on
these host OS’s on my (comparatively modest
by today’s standards) test system and comfort-
ably ran multiple VM’s simultaneously under
this setup.

Anecdotally, it appears VMware has
squeezed more speed and efficiency out of the
host compared to VMware 4. I have no means to
empirically test this; however, the same config-
uration is noticeably slower running VMware 4.

VMware supports a wide-range of guest OS’s.
Version 5 has new expanded support for Novell
Netware, BSD, and Solaris, as well as most of
the latest Linux and Windows releases. Even if
an OS is not supported officially as a guest, there
is a wealth of “how I did it” tutorials on running
unsupported guests on VMware available in offi-
cial and unofficial discussion forums on the web.

PRICING

One especially pleasing development since I
last reviewed VMware is a one hundred dollar
price-drop: VMware Workstation 5 is available
directly from VMware for $199 ($189 download
only). Users of VMware version 3 and up are eli-
gible for a reasonable upgrade price of $99.

There is also a yearly subscription package
tailored specifically for developers for $299
per user. This buys a suite of other more
advanced VMware products (such as ESX
server) as well as access to advanced VMware
technical support and convenient features such
as preconfigured virtual machines (in other
words, demos of products in a ready-built VM,
saving the tedium of installing the OS in your
guest). The details of this program are too
complex to discuss here, but it will doubtless
prove an excellent value for some users.

HELP AND SUPPORT

For general technical support, thirty days of
install support is included with purchase.
After that, support is available in various pay-
per-incident and subscription models, most of
which are fairly expensive.

For unpaid support, VMware uses an online
knowledge-base and relies upon their user
community to respond to technical questions
in VMware’s on-line forums. While I found
these groups fairly responsive and peopled by
helpful well-intentioned users, the scarcity of
official VMware representatives in the forums
was disappointing.

Fortunately, the built-in help and manual for
VMware is excellent. Imperfect support
hardly matters, though. Realistically, there is
little to go wrong with the application itself.
Most users will likely need support for
installing a new guest OS, especially if it is an
OS version released after VMware itself and
thus officially unsupported. Fortunately,
VMware is constantly testing new guest OSs
and promptly posts installation instructions
and tips online.

CONCLUSION

I’m very impressed by VMware’s substan-
tial upgrade to an already fine product. In an
age when many software companies seem to
be in the habit of touting mere bug fixes as
upgrades, VMware version 5 is a vastly
improved product compared to version 4.

In future articles I will be looking at two
competing (or at least similar) workstation-
level virtualization products: Microsoft’s
VirtualPC, and the very intriguing open-
source XEN project. While these are capable
and impressive products, VMware continues
to offer the best solution for Workstation-level
virtualization.

VMware has some tough competition on
the horizon, and it is driving them to innovate
and improve rather than rest on their laurels.
VMware 5 workstation is an outstanding
upgrade, and priced lower than the previous
version as well. Who could ask for more?

NaSPA member Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of
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assigned to support early PCs, networks and
embedded systems.
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Demo version of VMware 5
http://www.vmware.com

TS Magazine Review of VMware 4
http://www.naspa.com/PDF/2004/0104/T0401009.pdf

LIKES:
▼ Multiple snapshot capability
▼ Improved resume and suspend speed
▼ Collaboration features
▼ Wide-ranging support for guest OS’s
▼ Sophisticated networking scenarios

DISLIKES:
▼ Pricey paid support options
▼ Reliance on knowledge-base and user forums

for unpaid support
▼ Awkward toolbar with no customization options


